PMV-8 Installation Instruction

Before Installing: PUSH PISTON RODS INTO CYLINDER, MAKING CYLINDER AS SHORT AS POSSIBLE.

1. Extend P.T.O. shifter shaft towards the cylinder.
2. Attach mounting bracket, using existing bolts. Install mounting rods to bracket, using four ½-20 NF nuts. See drawing. Leave nuts loose at this time.
3. Attach clevis to front piston rod. Slide cylinder bracket onto mounting rod, Secure with nuts. Attach clevis to shifter shaft with pin and cotter pin.
4. Adjust if needed may be made with the clevis or nuts on mounting rods.
5. Install valve in desired location. Connect tubing and fittings between cylinder and valve. (Apply thread sealant to all fitting.) See plumbing diagram
6. Shift cylinder with valve to insure proper operation.

Decals are reversed
Valve Cylinder
4 3
2 1
1 2